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A Very Sad Announcement! 
 

Just before, our hard racing tech editor took to the grass 

 

 

 

 

 

Unfortunately, He was a little too 

enthusiastic, and whilst out braking 

a Norton Twin to pass on the 

outside, a last minute line change of 

the Norton rider saw them clipping 

each others bars and then after...  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get well soon Roger and seek help…. 

 

More details of “the accident” in the 

Competition Section of this eNewsletter. 
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The Scott e-newsletter 
 

Produced by Steven Enticott and Roger Moss as a private non profit making project. It is 

intended for all who have an interest in Scott motorcycles, their variants and their history. The 

objective of this free monthly newsletter by email is to promote a sense friendship, fellowship 

and objective mutual help and interest, using modern communication technology. 

 

This newsletter is not connected with “The Scott Owners Club” or any of its sections.  We do, 

however recommend membership of the SOC to those with serious long term Scott interests. 

Roger Moss and Steven Enticott are both members. 

 

We are very happy indeed to receive your suggestions and especially your contributions to 

improve and develop this newsletter. In truth, if you like the concept, please help with the 

contributions, as the organisers will find it difficult to continue to supply regular new copy 

unaided.  Help us to help you! 

 

 

Other languages.   

 

We publish this newsletter to help others.  We do not reserve copyright.  We would be very 

pleased if any person wished to translate the published information and make it freely available 

in any other language. 

 

 

For commercial re publishing in the English language.   

 

Please contact us first, but hey we need the publicity, just acknowledge your source, this is all 

we will ask. 

 

To receive your free newsletter, send us stories for publication, feedback, support or simply to 

be taken of the list contact Steven Enticott at steven@enticott.com.au 

 

To send technical copy please contact Roger Moss at roger@mossengineering.co.uk 

   

mailto:steven@enticott.com.au
mailto:roger@mossengineering.co.uk
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A subscriber profile 1.        
 

Old to New Scott – “1965 Scott Swift 500cc Special”    Bruce Simpson 

 

The first interest in the Swift engine was in 2000 when I heard one was for sale through Bob 

Trickett and to my cost I bought 3 Swift engines, 1 complete and the other 2 about 50% 

complete. One of the engines had reed valve inlet tracks but for this project I have used the 

engine with twin carbs and original inlet tracks.  

 

I also bought a frame from Bob with no number but it transpired, via a reliable source, that the 

frame was intended to be used with a 350cc Scott engine. 

 

The idea of a formation of the NEW SCOTT came from many quarters over 18 months. The 

front end is from a 1998 250CC Suzuki RGV kindly donated to the project by my mate Leon. His 

words were as follows:- “ A Scott would look impressive with some decent forks and brakes” 

 

FRONT END – “LOVE THOSE WHEELS” 

His words have turned out to be very true so I have been told by many friends who are into 

bikes. All that was needed to fit the forks was a bit of turning to allow for the tapered bearings 

and in they went – no trouble to a bodger.  

 

BACK END SWINGING ARM – IT FITTED “WOW” 

The rear sub frame came from a local scrappy and is also from a 1998 250 Suzuki RGV. It was 

made to be as all that was needed was a new pivot pin and 2 x  3mm thick washers. The centre 

swinging arm lug was cut off and 2 ‘U’ lugs were positioned and welded onto the frame to 

accommodate 2 Moto-Guzzi damper units. 

 

ENGINE and GEARBOX – “BOY THAT WAS CLOSE” 

Many things in life are sent to try us but fitting the 1956 Matchless close ratio gearbox to the 

engine was something else. I spent many months designing the drive from the centre of the 

engine 20T sprocket to a lay shaft also with a 20T sprocket. The outside drive is a Haywood belt 

and competition clutch. After this everything else was simple – Thanks to the machining skills of 

Bro. Andy White of DCV Precision Engineering Ltd. 
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The position of the bearing carriers on the outside of the Scott main casing serves two 

purposes. First to keep the drive chain ½” x 3/8” tensioned and secondly to allow the gearbox to 

swivel which tensions the belt drive. When finished it left 3mm of adjustment before the gearbox 

touched the swing arm.  

 

The black anodized outer clutch cover was designed and donated to the project by Barry 

Gordge of Pegasus Precision Engineering Ltd. of Aldershot. 

 

WHAT TO DO WITH THE EXHAUST PIPES – “ VERY SEXY” 

I got the idea from a Ducati 998. Why not bring the pipes under the seat which would look neat 

and also keep my parts warm in the winter. This worked out very well as the hole in the swing 

arm frame allowed me to bring the pipes through the frame and up under the seat. I spent hours 

cutting and jubileeing the 1 ½” 90 degree bends and stainless steel pipe into sections right 

through to the pre 1985 silencers which were acquired from Armour Motor Products of 

Bournemouth. On the engine end I had to machine special exhaust manifolds.  Peter a good 

mate of mine, a judo black belt - so you don’t upset him, came round one Saturday morning and 

welded all the pipes and bends together and to my amazement they fitted a treat.  

 

CYCLE PARTS 

I bought the Fairing, Rev counter and Speedo from Busters 

 

BRAKES 

I moved the rear brake pedal and master cylinder to the left hand side. Bleeding the front 

calipers was a right pig. For some reason the lever was always spongy but perhaps it feels this 

way to me as I am now an O.A.P. and only used to cable and drum arrangements  

 

ENGINE MOD’S 

Tranny Ignition from Branson and on the other side a 3 phase Norton 12 volt alternator. Next a 

pair of Amal Mk2’s with 26mm bore and 150 jets. Problems arose when the 26 degrees of 

downdraft was too steep and caused the crankcase to fill with petrol. The problem was solved 

by machining new manifolds to the original spec of 12 degrees as the limit for these carbs 

turned out to be 14 degrees. 

 

PAINTWORK – “By Mike Easy of EASEY MOTO SPORT” 
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Done in black with red lining as per the Scott also many hours were spent on spraying the 

wheels but the most time consuming job was the 6 hours masking the front discs in order to 

receive the red paint. 

 

STARTING – OH BOY 

The noise was over 120 decibels and it’s ready to ride apart from an age related registration 

number from DVLA which took 3 months to get. 

 

WHY DID I BUILD IT? 

First and foremost – I just love Scott’s 

Secondly - It’s what I would have expected a Scott to look like in 2000 if they had still been in 

production. 

Third - I also own a Silk a great bike but it just needs the beautiful shape of a Scott. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bruce was having some difficulty with his scanner, so this is the best quality we could come up 

with, the good news is if you want better quality shots his scanner will be fixed, so just email me 

and we’ll get some organised!   –   Check out the scrapbook on the next page.
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Subscriber profile 2       
 

 

Jeff Meehan Part 8 

 

Next to receive the restoration treatment and to give an indication of my very catholic taste in 

motorcycles (the only requirements being two wheels an engine and a challenge) was a Royal 

Enfield Sloper. 

 

The picture below shows the main frame members after de-rusting and priming and for 

comparison a section of rear mudguard in ‘As found’ condition’ 

 

 

 

1930 Royal Enfield  

 

 

This motorcycle was bought from about sixty miles away and the distance becomes important 

later in the story. The owner had once lived in Liverpool but had decided to move out of the city 

and take up residence in a village close to the Pennines, the range of low hills that form the 

backbone of northern England. 
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Partly the reason for the move was that he had a nasty experience with some local youths in the 

city and they had attempted to set fire to his wooden garage by way of retribution. 

A casualty of the blaze was the Royal Enfield but because it had already been dismantled for a 

major rebuild it had suffered in a way different from that of merely becoming worn out.  

The previous owner was a very precise sort of person who had dismantled absolutely 

everything the carburettor, the magneto, the gearbox, engine down to its smallest piece, 

wrapped it in newspaper and labelled the box or container it was in.  The smallest of the parts 

he had put in matchboxes or in envelopes.  

 

The final act was to store them in cardboard boxes and it was some of these that had been 

completely destroyed in the fire. This though was not the worst fate that was to befall the 

luckless parts. The biggest cause of damage was the fact that, understandably perhaps, the 

loss of certain vital parts had knocked out a lot of the owner’s enthusiasm for the rebuild. The 

result of this loss of momentum was that most of the undamaged and some of the fire-affected 

boxes were consigned to a leaky shed in one of the parts of Britain that has the highest rainfall 

average - with predictable results.  

 

When I heard of the possibility of being able to add to my collection my first impression on 

seeing what looked to be an immaculate tank on a shelf in the said leaky shed was; Wow a 

complete bike, dismantled and in great condition. 

 

This euphoria was quickly dispelled when I reached up and took the tank off the shelf, moving it 

for perhaps the first time in twenty years. Astonishingly given the pristine looking paintwork at 

the front of the tank a complete side at the rear had disappeared into a pile of rust. A constant 

drip of water had been falling onto the tank and about one third was completely missing giving it 

the appearance of an Easter egg that someone had bitten into. 

 

This disappointment was added to as the owner related his sad story and produced several 

soaking wet, charred boxes that contained, as he admitted, quite a few of the essential parts 

that were unrecognisable as motorcycle parts. When I was not too undaunted by the blobs of 

metal that fell out of the sodden cardboard boxes the owner tried to dissuade me further. 

 

He now added that, as he had been intent on restoring the bike he had sent away several of the 

parts for re-plating twenty years ago but as the project had stopped he had not bothered to go  
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and collect them. Knowing the timescale that most of the platers I use would have meant that if I 

had asked about them I would have got a reply like ‘No but they will be ready next week’ I 

suggest that they could still be awaiting collection. That hope evaporated when he said the firm 

had closed down about fifteen years earlier. 

 

It was only the fact that I was insisting that I could really take on the challenge, despite all the 

problems and that I was willing to give him money for the privilege of being able to take the 

parts away that the owner relented. The change in the owner’s attitude at this point was quite a 

surprise; it was as if all previous talk had been in the form of a test and what he wanted more 

than anything was to see his bike back on the road. He had also realised that he would never 

have achieved this but by selling me the parts there was a real chance that his bike would 

eventually be restored. 

 

Only when the price had been agreed did he produce some real gems from inside the house 

where they had been kept in warm and more importantly, dry conditions. A complete exhaust 

system re-chromed and with only an occasional light pinprick of rust showing was produced with 

a flourish. Next a cardboard box was placed on the floor and a headlamp dismantled but 

complete with the glass, bulbs and even the ammeter and light switch combination more or less 

unique to this model was unwrapped for my inspection. 

 

Why some boxes of parts were in the house while others were consigned to the shed was a 

mystery but as there were nearly as many dry undamaged boxes as there were wet and fire 

damaged ones I treated all the unharmed parts as a bonus. 

 

To have unwrapped all the parts to try and discover what was there and what was missing was 

an exercise that required room to spread stuff out so it was agreed that I would take all the 

boxes away and sort it out at home. 

 

Even the frame had been unbolted and it’s various parts wrapped and consigned to boxes so 

we spent quite some time ferrying a variety of boxes, sodden and dry, between the shed, the 

house and the back of my van. Because some of the boxes only contained one item wrapped 

profusely in newspaper the load filled practically all the load space in my van but obviously the 

packing material added very little to the weight of the parts.  
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It was a surprise therefore when driving slowly back down the potholed lane away from the 

owners house I could hear a squeak from what I assumed was the rear suspension. I drove 

even slower but there was still the occasional squeak. The puzzle as to why such a light load 

should cause this deepened as I reached the main road and there was still the annoying 

occasional squeak from the back of the van. By the time I got on the motorway I had decided 

that it was not the suspension and that it must be something moving or rubbing in one of the 

boxes as even on the smooth surface the annoying noise continued. 

 

Arrival back at home was enlivened and the mystery solved when I brought Maureen out of the 

house to display my latest acquisition. My plan had been to show her the headlamp and shiny 

exhaust pipes and sneak the crappy stuff into the workshop later. This scheme fell into disarray 

when, as I opened the rear door of the van and a mouse jumped out, practically landing on 

Maureen’s shoe. 

 

Quite suddenly I was on my own with just he mouse for company and even he (or she) didn’t 

hang around for long. After a quick inspection of Maureen’s flower border it set off at a great 

rate of knots in a northerly direction. I have never heard of ‘Homing Mice’ but at least this one 

set off on the right bearing for its former cosy quarters. 

 

Unloading the van became a more sedate affair as I carefully examined the boxes and found 

not one but two nests of shredded paper in the collection of dry boxes but of their occupants 

there was no further sign. 

 

When I had identified most of the parts I would need for the rebuild I put the project on to the 

Internet site of the Royal Enfield Owners. This proved an interesting and very rewarding 

exercise in that I found, via the site, a man in Germany who had exactly the same model but his 

was missing parts due to becoming lost/worn-out/replaced conditions that occur in most seventy 

year old motorcycles. It was extremely fortunate that my boxes contained all parts he needed 

and he had practically everything missing from mine. 

 

For several months we exchanged parcels as we sent each other the parts to be used as 

templates to allow the manufacture of replacements and we both chronicled our projects 

progress on the website. 
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This was also the first time that I used ‘Two-Pack’ paint as opposed to cellulose and although 

the process was a bit more complicated in the application the fact that you could ‘spray for a 

finish’ rather than having to apply enough paint to allow for a polishing stage as required by 

cellulose I am now converted to using this type of paint. 

 

When I had completed the renovation I was a little surprised when the bike would not start at all. 

I traced the problem to a very weak, practically non-existent spark. I had ensured that the 

original ‘Covered Wagon’ magneto had received the best of attention from a local specialist so I 

left everything in position and called him down to give an opinion. Before fitting the mag I had 

tried it by the usual flicking round of the armature and been rewarded with a healthy looking, 

and sounding, spark. Now however even with the spark plug out so that it had no compression 

hearty use of the kickstart produced such a weak spark that it struggled to jump across anything 

more than a gap of a few thou. 

 

The plausible explanation offered by the expert was that, despite re-magnetising the magnets 

as he had done it was not uncommon for them to lose their strength. It was also a factor that it 

had been nearly two years since he had done the work simply because I had taken so long with 

the rebuild of the bike. In order to eliminate the problem it was decided to replace the magneto 

with a later type but still the correct model for that year.  

 

This has caused a delay in the plan to have the bike on the road this year but now the 

replacement magneto has been fitted it should only be a question of re-timing and setting up 

ready for next season. 

 

I would have liked to have ridden the bike back to show the previous owner the results of my 

endeavours but this will now have to wait. However as the following photograph shows the 

renovation has worked out quite well and I hope that he likes what he sees. 

 

 

 

1930 Royal Enfield 

Model GL 

‘Sloper’ 
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Just visible in the right hand corner is the tip of the exhaust pipe from the next project that I 

undertook. This was the ‘Re-build from Hell’ as it was the machine that caused me the most 

problems and was to prove the most financially embarrassing. 

 

 

I fully accept that I always spend more on my bikes than they are actually worth but after talking 

to Maureen and my daughters I have arranged my will so that when I ‘Pop my Clogs’ all the 

bikes will be sold via the relevant owners clubs. Then, after the clubs have taken out the 

expenses involved in selling the bikes, all the money will be lumped together to form a donation 

to the Guide Dogs for the Blind. So monetary considerations don’t really matter too much as I 

consider it as money well spent. 

 

 

It was not that the money problems were the fault of the bike directly it was just that instead of 

having to hunt and track down the parts I needed, which normally took months and so spread 

the financing over a long period, being a modern machine meant I could just pick up the phone 

quote a part number and a credit card code and ‘Hey Presto’ two days later the parts arrived. 

This considerably shortened the timescale that is normally about two years to allow for sourcing 

bits down to a few months. Coupled to the fact that the summer that I spent on the rebuild was 

one f the windiest on record and while this did give a lot of time to spend in the workshop it did 

knock a hole in the money I had planned to earn at sea. All this culminated with the bank 

sending me a letter that in essence was demanding that we return to the original scheme ‘The 

one where I put my money with them’ 

 

 

 

 

Part 9 of Jeff’s tale to follow next edition. 
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Technical Q& A 
 

 

Technical Tip - 1 

 

As regards cranks, I certainly do not want to encourage folks to spend money.  I have more 

work than I can cope with now. The standard cranks do have a finite life, but it can be quite 

long. The main defence is to be sure that the rods are operating in a fairly true vertical plane. 

 

Take off the doors from time to time and check that the outer roller plates are not showing signs 

of the rod wagging. As the little end bush wears, the rod is then allowed to wag more and this 

wears the big end quite badly and perhaps of more importance, it reduces the service life of the 

crank.  So if you want your cranks to give a long life, then monitor the condition of the rod 

bearings and get them attended to when you see signs of wear. 

 

The little end bush is the more important item in the whole equation and it should be 

 

1) Accurate in parallelism and twist.  We aim for 0.001 / 1"  but 0.002" / 1" would be acceptable. 

2)  Final clearance on gudgeon pin about 0.0005" / 0.0008"  i.e. nice sliding fit on pin but with no 

discernable slop 

3)  Make from aluminium bronze for preference or phosphor bronze as second choice.  Do not 

use Copper bronze as was used in some Birmingham engines, as this burnishes and will not 

hold oil 

4)  Make bushes a little longer, at least 2mm per side longer than the rod LE width.  The wider 

the bush, the better the vertical control of the rod and thus the longer the big end and crank life 

 

Kind Regards 

Roger 
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Technical Tip – 2 

 

Subject: Scott Clutch Release 

 

I am interested in your improved clutch release mechanism.  I have never used an unworn one 

and it does seem to be a weak feature of the 3-speed  Scott’s.  If you have found a satisfactory 

answer for your racer, then I am definitely interested!  I am also interested in the long-stroke 

cranks but the cost frightens me a  bit. 

 

Original Scott clutches are prone to slip for several reasons.  

 

1)  The pressure plate dishes under load like the head of a mushroom. This means that 

the inside part i.e. smaller diameter of the pressure plate is taking the pressure delivered by the 

springs, whilst the outer rim of the pressure plate is doing much less.  As at school we learned 

the principal of force times distance, then it is clear that the outer diameter has greater capacity 

to transmit power than the inner.  To put it another way, if we look at the pressure plate and 

imagine that its working face is divided into two different ring shaped halves, we will have one 

small ring and one bigger ring. Each of these rings will have an equal radial width to the other. 

By considering the force times distance rule, the smaller ring will be able to transmit, let me 

guess here, 35% of the power than could be transmitted by the whole pressure plate if it 

were able to apply the spring pressure equally across its entire face. 

 

I screwed a spare thick plain plate to working face of the outer pressure plate and this gave a 

considerable improvement. 

 

2)  The original round cork inserts were reasonably effective with low power but can wear and 

burn under higher outputs. 

 

3)  The Ferodo metal wire in brake lining material round replacement inserts are better, but tend 

to cope with oil contamination less well than the cork inserts 

 

4)  The latest type continuous ring friction faces are the best and I use those from Ian Pearce as 

they have the extra advantage of being applied to thicker steel plates and Ian supplies thicker 

plain plates also. 
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5)  Plate warping.  Standard clutch plates are too thin and warp under heat.  The driving dogs 

are less thick and so tend to deform and lock in the driving slots.  This tendency is made worse 

by the soft steel used which is selected for easy manufacture rather than durability in use.   The 

thicker plates are much more effective.  If you want to upgrade your clutch, then buy a full set of 

both plain and friction plates. 

 

Please note that I do not criticise the plates available from the spares scheme, but only that I 

have used the plates from Ian Pearce, who had developed them as a result of his racing 

experience.  These gave a great improvement in use and I prefer to recommend those 

improvements that I have actually used and proved efficient. 

 

6)  Driving friction.  To get the best out of a clutch without changes, then I did a piece in a 

previous newsletter about this which basically says, remove plates, clean, file off distorted area 

of dogs that might be locking in grooves, sand blast faces of plain plates to bust the polished 

glaze, refit. 

 

7)  Increasing spring pressure can help, but this makes the clutch lever action harder and 

increases wear on the traditional Scott clutch release mechanism.  This should be considered 

as a last option.  I did all the above and replaced the clutch release mechanism with a type that 

gives less pressure at the lever and yet can cope with stronger clutch springs. 

 

8)  The fitment of an effective oil seal to limit contamination of the clutch by gearbox oil is a 

definite advantage. 

 

To sum up.  If you are having clutch problems, these can usually be corrected by servicing the 

clutch without replacing items or involving expensive modifications.  This is covered by a 

previous technical piece.  If this does not cure the problem, then the first option would be to 

change the plates. 

  

Kind Regards 

Roger 

 

 

See Rogers advertisement in For Sale Section – this section is free for anyone who wants 

to advertise…(anyone!) 
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Technical Tip - 3 

 

 

Piston ring gap 

 

Minimum gap as new is diameter of piston in inches  x 3 in thou, so if the piston is near 3" 

diameter, then min gap is 0.009" 

 

I would usually set them Min 0.010" and try to have a max of 0.012" 

 

If you set a min gap, then fit ring to piston and push in bore, you will find you can rotate the 

piston slightly CW and ACW, and feel when the rotating piston hits each end of the stop.   

 

This movement is the effective gap and if you can put a dial indicator in the pin bore, you can 

clearly identify the effective gap. 

 

Using the above method the final gap does not rely on precise identification of the ring 

stop diameter or width. 

  

Kind Regards 

Roger 
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A technical case study      
 

The Webb cush drive rear hub was machined to remove the inside plates that held the rubber 

cushion drive blocks 

 

An aluminium adaptor piece was made to fit inside this diameter and fixed with three bolts 

through the hub into tapped holes in the adaptor on 100mm PCD  (It could be more) 

The aluminium adaptor has a flange diameter of approx 160mm dia x 15 wide with four M10 

tapped holes on 142mm PCD (Pitch circle diameter) It then has a location diameter of 120mm 

dia x 9mm long. 

 

The adaptor has a large hole approx 80mm dia through.  This allows the main wheel spindle to 

pass through the inside to the frame rear forked lug. Hope this helps as I do not have a drawing 

of this arrangement. 

 

The other photos illustrate the use of small springs instead of wiring up the carb nuts. 

 

Kind Regards 

Roger 

 

PS when you adjust the primary chain by moving the gearbox on the undertray with the 

outrigger bearing fixings loose, make the primary chain tight, slightly tighten the gearbox to 

undertray nuts then push the gearbox forwards with the adjusting nut until the chain has about 

12mm movement in the middle of its run at its tightest position. Now tighten the gearbox fixings 

 

The adjusting nut should be drilled and wired to keep it in this position, so that the gearbox is 

prevented from moving to the rear by the high torque of the rear chain. 

It is good to have either two large washers below the gearbox to hold it, or I use a single piece 

of metal of approx30mm x 6mm x 85mm with two holes for the gearbox holding bolts 
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Motorcycling Lifestyle   www.scotttechnicalities.com.au 
 
 
Hard Men for Hard Times    The 2006 Simpson Desert Crossing 

 

My latest adventure titled "hard men for hard times" was the 

catch cry of our recent trip. Not because we crossed the 

Simpson Desert in the hardest direction upon its hardest tracks 

and in the toughest and driest of all conditions (soft sand) on 

totally inappropriate motorcycles (GS1200 BMW’s) but for the 

high class dining we enjoyed being supported by 4wd, driven by 

a superb cook serving fine food and cold beer. Not too mention 

the additional pub cuisines where we stayed at along the way, 

oh yes hard men indeed. 

 

Seriously, before I get back to things “Scotting” we had a great time as you can see by the 

photos if anyone wants to read my journals from this 12 day epic feel free to email me and I will 

send it on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Couldn’t help but think whilst wrestling my GS through the Big Sand dunes what “epic” 

adventures did Scott’s traverse in there hey day. 

 

I am very interested in this recent phenomena of “adventure riding” but surely Scott’s did it first, 

so can anyone send me a yarn or two I would love to read. Maybe I’ll take my Scott next year! 

 

steven@enticott.com.au 
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Scott’s in competition.  
 

 

After the introduction right at the start of this enewsletter our fearless Roger has his say… 

 

One finger LH typing report on Lydden races Sat getting gearing sorted and me getting attuned 

after 3 years not racing gearing changed finally to 17 / 35 with 22t f/w sprocket.  it was going 

very well. 

 

I decided to have a real go Sunday as I felt I was carrying the flag for Scott’s I came up behind 

what I think was a Norton 750 Atlas as we were running with up to 1972 specials the rider 

wobbled on erratic and obstructive lines round corners then gave it full bore on the straights I 

could gain slightly on straights but not enough to get by up the hill to top hairpin I gained on him 

and saw there was about 5 foot on the LH he was in the habit of going from near LH of track to 

clip inner apex then to outer side of track this meant if you went up RH of him but did not get 

fully past, he would take your front wheel out I chose to brake late up LH and go fast round the 

outside of corner and hope to make exit first as I went alongside, he veered left and we tangled 

bars. 

 

I was still on but on grass and quickly heading for a wall of tyres I put bike down, but did no 

have chance to throw myself underneath it to save damage to the bike dented tank, broken 

footrest I landed on rh shoulder, broke collar bone and shoulder blade shoulder pushed down 

1.5 inches and floating I got lectured by doctors --  you are 65 year old diabetic you have 

prolapsed discs in spine you have arthritic shoulder you have no spleen you have previously 

broken ribs and hand do you not think it is time to quit I said that there was one thing I had not 

broken what is that my spirit QED 

 

Biggest problem now will be to calm marina before next races. I will be strapped up for 6 weeks, 

so hope to ride at Beezumph Sept 9 Cadwell 

 

To customers, please excuse some delays 

 

Kind regards 

Roger 
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For Sale/Wanted 
 

 

From Terry Doyle 

 

Kick start springs-$20, Stainless dog bone dampers engraved-$80 set, Ribbed brake drums ala 

TT Rep or plain $300, Sprockets dished $300. Looking for 1920 Motor can swap other bits let 

me know your needs. Terry Doyle, Melbourne Australia     tdoyle@alphalink.com.au 

 

 

From Geoff Easton 

Wanted - Benelli 250.  2C . Around 1972/74 ideally from Australia/NZ 

eastong@bigfoot.com      

 

Moss Engineering offer the following for Scott owners 

High Strength long stroke cranks.  Please register your interest without obligation. 

 

Improved design clutch release mechanism incorporating high gear oil seal as used on our 

racer since 1977 without any attention. Please register your interest without obligation. 

Gives smoother lighter action without the abrupt bend in the cable required with the traditional 

design. 

 

mailto:tdoyle@alphalink.com.au
mailto:eastong@bigfoot.com
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Big end bearing cages with rollers. 

Gudgeon pins, 5/8" (0.625" dia) with or without end pads. 

Gudgeon pins 16mm dia (0.6299" dia) with or without end pads. 

 

Note!  The 16mm gudgeon pins, being approx. 0.005" bigger than the standard 5/8 dia. will 

allow pistons with worn gudgeon pin holes to be refinished to 16mm without re bushing.  Little 

end bushes in rods can also be renewed oversize if wear is within 0.005". 

A layout drawing of the clutch release mechanism shows the working principles 

Moss Engineering.  33 Kings Lane,  South Croxton,  Leics,  LE7 3RE,  UK   

roger@mossengineering.co.uk   Tel UK (0)1664 840215 

  

 

Please find a group of pictures of the Scott parts I have for sale comprising the following  

 

crankcase  

cylinder barrel  

pair of new pistons  and rings  

pair of crankcase doors  

pair of transfer ports  

pair of cranks  

1-conrod  

1-magneto platform  

rear brake parts  

handlebar fixing  

2-speed gearbox  

high-low gear pedal  

2-speed fixing clamps  

2-speed change mechanism 

 

NOTE 

the missing parts such as conrods ,flywheel etc are the same from 1910 to 1932 so are fairly 

readily available, the main agenda is that it is a sound 1912 engine with the rare two speed 

gearbox . if you are interested in pursuing these for a project I would like usd $3950 or near 

offer   

mailto:roger@mossengineering.co.uk
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Tony Skinner  Tel  +61 2 9880 8075  Fax +61 2 9880 8073 
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Supplier list 
 
 
Magnetos  New  Self generating electronic.  Vintage appearance   
BT-H Magnetos Ltd         Leicestershire UK 
 www.bt-h.biz/index2.htm 
 
Magnetos, BTH and Lucas rebuilt for over 40 years 
Fred Cooper 
Tel UK  (0) 1732 822030 
 
Special ignition systems 
Rex Caunt Racing 
www.rexcauntracing.com/ 
 
Spark Plugs  
NGK Co        We use NGK spark plugs in our racer with complete confidence.  Check out this 
website for info 
www.ngksparkplugs.com/techinfo/spark_plugs/techtips.asp?nav=31000&country=US 
                    And this one for the UK 
www.ngkntk.co.uk/ 
 
Rev Counters Electronic. “Scitsu”   Pick up from HT lead.  Vintage in appearance, works with 
mags. 
Dawson Harmsworth Ltd. 
PO Box 3606 
Sheffield  S6 2YZ 
Tel UK  0114 233 7460 
 
Scott big end roller plates 
Laurie Erwood   (SOC member) 
laurieandval@erwood208.fsnet.co.uk 
 
Tyres, oil, all types of accessories 
Ken Inwood.    Hersham Racing Service 
173 Hersham Road, 
Hersham  Nr Walton on Thames 
Surrey 
Tel UK  01932 229 547 
 
Amal Spares plus Classic British Bike Spares 
Hitchcocks Motorcycles 
www.hitchcocksmotorcycles.com 
 
 
Scott Radiators  New and repair 
John Hodges  Darrad Radiators 
darad@myddfai.com 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bt-h.biz/index2.htm
http://www.rexcauntracing.com/
http://www.ngksparkplugs.com/techinfo/spark_plugs/techtips.asp?nav=31000&country=US
http://www.ngkntk.co.uk/
mailto:laurieandval@erwood208.fsnet.co.uk
http://www.hitchcocksmotorcycles.com/
mailto:darad@myddfai.com
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Dynomometer setting up and tuning 
Dave Holmes     Operating a dyno is not enough.  For good setting up you need a water brake 
dyno and a really skilled engine specialist who can interpret the readings.  Absolutely the best 
way to set up any engine. Coventry UK 
dholmes@250mov.freeserve.co.uk 
 
Control Cables 
T Johnson (Cables) G.B. 
cableman@btinternet.com 
 
Hard Chrome plating including bores 
Michrome Electro Plating           Coventry UK 
www.michrome.co.uk 
 
Engineering Patterns for quality replacement castings.     Melton Mowbray UK 
Tony Pacey       ( Tony has made my patterns for 35 years – says it all!) 
james.pacey1@ntlworld.com 
 
Brake Linings, Clutch linings, British bike spares. 
Supreme Motorcycles          Earl Shilton   UK 
www.suprememotorcycles.co.uk/about.htm 
 
Authentication of Scott Motorcycles by SOC Registrar.  Send details and photo by post with 
SAE 
John Underhill                  Leicester   UK 
 
John Underhill 
74 Greengate Lane, 
Birstall, 
Leicester.  LE4 3DL 
UK 
 
Aluminium Castings.  Top quality floor moulding in high strength aluminium.  Heads, barrels, 
cases etc. 
Accrite Aluminium Ltd.  
Unit 10,  South Leicester Ind Est 
Beverage Lane,  Ellistown, 
Leicester  LE67  1EU 
Tel UK  01530 263 038 
 
Iron Castings including Malleable iron brake drums etc 
www.castmetalsfederation.com/home.asp 
Metalcast (Bilston) Ltd 
93 Wolverhampton Street 
Bilston  WV14 0LU -UK 
 
Piston Rings Made to order  
Phil Daintree  
22 Hawkstone Road  
Whitefield, Manchester  N45 7PJ - UK 
Tel  UK 0161 766 4487 
 
 

mailto:dholmes@250mov.freeserve.co.uk
mailto:cableman@btinternet.com
http://www.michrome.co.uk/
mailto:james.pacey1@ntlworld.com
http://www.suprememotorcycles.co.uk/about.htm
https://www.castmetalsfederation.com/home.asp
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Engraving        Leicester UK          (engraves degree graduations on our flywheels and crank 
screws) 
Robinson Engraving 
15 Ruskin Avenue, 
Syston,   
Leics,  LE7 2BY – UK  Tel UK  0116 260 5998 
 
 
Scott Owners Club Spares Scheme    (Please note the SOC Spares Scheme can only sell to 
SOC members) 
www.scottownersclub.org/spares/ 
 
Scott Engine and transmission rebuilding  Specialist in 2 speed gears 
Ken Lack 
5 Norton Lees Square 
Sheffield  S8 8SP - UK 
Tel  UK  0114 281 1250 
 
Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding 
Tim Sharp           
14 Hazel Beck,            
Cottingley Bridge, 
Bingley, 
Yorks.  BD16 1LZ - UK 
Tel UK  01274 567 528 
 
Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding 
Sam Pearce Motorcycles 
www.sampearce-scott.co.uk 
 
Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding, New sports engines etc. Any challenging 
engineering project. 
Scott technical information on website 
Moss Engineering 
www.mossengineering.co.uk 
 
Aluminium Castings (not high strength alloys)  Covers, guards etc often from existing pattern 
without new pattern by skilled 3 man foundry. Used by Ken Lack and myself for years. 
Victoria Street Foundry Ltd. 
Syston 
Leics  LE7 8LF 
UK 
Tel UK  0116 260 8100 
 
 
Technicalities on CD – Bill Jamieson’s compilation of technical articles 
www.scotttechnicalities.com.au 
 

High quality black and white photocopy sets of manufacturer's original literature  

www.brucemain-smith.com 

 

http://scottownersclub.org/spares/
http://www.sampearce-scott.co.uk/
http://www.mossengineering.co.uk/
http://www.scotttechnicalities.com.au/
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Disclaimer 
 

The content in this newsletter is offered as being correct in as far as we, the publishers, are able 

to verify. 

 

We can not be held responsible for any loss or damage incurred whilst carrying out suggested 

procedures or using recommended suppliers. In fact one editor Steven Enticott is an 

accountant, what technical knowledge would he posses of any value. The other editor lives in 

England has a heap of debt, defunct machinery and well noted for his erratic and eccentric 

behaviour (many attest to it), no judge would call him sane – Sue us? No your lawyer could not 

find enough for the fees as we both spend all our money on motorcycling and on brokers 

“margin calls” 

 

Seriously, we do our best to help freely, you should strongly consider anything we say, feel free 

to test carefully anything we offer and always get a second opinion… 

 

I think we have said enough, you get the gist… Try suing us now! 

 

 

The Final Word’s... 
 
Hydraulic bike lifts in all sizes 
Amoir  web http://www.freewebs.com/amoir_1/ 
Tel UK (0)7714 273247 
email amydholder@hotmail.com 
Contact Amy Holder.   
Please note that Amy is the granddaughter of Matt Holder who rescued the Scott name and produced the 
Birmingham Scott’s. 
Your Scott should be cared for on a lift from those who help us 
 

Rubber saddles 
John Budgen Motorcycles  
Toddington UK 
PH/FAX: 011 44 1242 621495  
Rubber / Dunlop Drilastic type saddles 
Can you check if we have the following listed also 
  
Oil seals and O rings 
Rhondama Ltd 
5-6 Windmill Rd. Ind Est. 
Loughborough  
Leics  LE11 1RA - UK 
enquiries@rhondama.co.uk 
  

http://www.freewebs.com/amoir_1/
mailto:amydholder@hotmail.com
mailto:enquiries@rhondama.co.uk
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